Poland's Shale Drive Will Transform Europe, If It Persists
by Ambrose Evans-Pritchard
Aug. 21, 2013: Krakow - The US Energy Department thinks Poland has enough shale gas to power the country for 300 years.  Another branch of the same US government - the US Geological Survey - says there is "essentially nothing" in the Silurian shale corridor from Gdansk to western Ukraine, the great treasure that was supposed to free Eastern Europe from the stranglehold of Russian gas.
If America's experts cannot agree, it is no surprise that Poland has become the wishful-thinking battleground of Continental Europe's fracking wars, each side able to cherry-pick authority and make any hyperbolic claim it likes.  "We have no idea how much shale we really have.  There is only one way to find out, and that is to drill wells," said Pawel Poprawa, author of a key report by Poland's own Geological Institute.
The geo-strategic stakes are high.  If Poland - now buttressed by Britain and Romania - can pull off its shale gambit, momentum will almost certainly become unstoppable in a string of other countries.  "We think the price of gas is going to come down from $11 [per million metric British thermal units] to around $6.50, and this will make a huge difference because high gas prices are killing Europe," said Oisin Fanning, head of the AIM-listed driller San Leon Energy, which is exploring in the "Baltic Basin" near Gdansk.
It would head off looming disaster for Europe's chemical, plastics and steel industries.  They now pay 4 times more for gas than US rivals, and must locate to a new plant in the Americas to survive.  It would spell the end of the Kremlin's great power "business model", little more than an oil and gas racket when stripped bare.  Russia's soft empire would unravel.
Gazprom has made no secret of its war against shale, lobbying furiously in Brussels for EU-wide legislation to curb fracking.  The Polish intelligence service (ABW) warned in a declassified report last year that Russian spies are engaged in widespread espionage operations targeting Poland's shale projects.
Polish premier Donald Tusk in turn makes no secret that fracking is a bargaining tool to force Gazprom into big price cuts, when the supply contracts come up for renewal in 2019.  "After years of dependence on our large neighbor, my generation will see the day when we will be independent in natural gas, and we will be setting terms," he said.  It is the shared view of the Polish nation.  An EU survey found that less than 3% are implacably opposed to fracking, compared with 60% in the UK, 70% in Germany, and almost 90% in France.
Poland currently imports 2/3 of its gas from Russia at $500/1,000 cubic meters, 45% above the spot price, a level deemed "totally unacceptable" by Mr Tusk.  This share will fall next year, once Poland's terminal for liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal is open, though LNG is no cheaper.  The attractions of shale are obvious, but can Poland actually deliver on its rhetoric?
"There have been a number of very poor bore holes so far," said Mr Poprawa, now at the Energy Studies Institute in Warsaw.  "This has to be admitted, but it was mostly due to lack of experience by PGNiG [Poland's gas leader] rather than the geology.  We need at least 100 lateral drills to reach any conclusion.  So far there have only been 6."
Poland may not be the next Norway - the fond hope of foreign minister Radek Sikorski.  Its failure to draw up a legal regime that is remotely fit for the purpose threatens an exodus of foreign explorers.
But anti-frackers have also been too quick to write the epitaph of Poland's shale drive.  "We have already proved 12 to 18 trillion cubic feet of recoverable gas in our bloc.  We are delighted," said San Leon's Mr Fanning.  That alone is 2 years of Polish imports.  ExxonMobil's widely reported withdrawals from Poland have been from the Lublin Basin to the south, an entirely different story.  "Nobody is pulling out of the Baltic Basin," he said.
Mr Fanning said it is a "fallacy" that Polish shale gas is unusually hard to extract.  "The rocks are 2,500 to 4,000 meters deep, which is not so different from the US.  Even if they are deeper, there is more pressure, so you get more gas.  It balances out.
"The catalyst that is missing in Poland is sheer intensity of drilling.  You need 60 wells in each area to find the right 'recipe', and until you start fracking you are just guessing.  There have been only 3 or 4 horizontal fracks in the country so far."
The authorities have not made it easy.  "Everything has been far too slow.  Higher levels of the government are committed, but once you go lower, you get bogged down in the old Communist bureaucracy.  It took a year to get permission just to drill deeper, so we had to stop and wait.  This was very irritating, but it has been cleared up now."
Exxon is giving up after drilling 2 dry wells, citing lack of commercial flows.  The excuse looks like a cover story.  "Exxon's decision had nothing to with geology.  It is impossible to reach any judgment from just 2 wells," said Professor Stanislaw Nagy from the University of Science and Technology in Krakow.
The reality is that Exxon has bigger fish to fry.  It has agreed to a shale venture with Russia's Rosneft that opens access to the vast reserves of the Arctic, pitched as a possible $500 billion project by the Kremlin.  This mouth-watering prize is self-evidently hostage to Russian politics.
Yet the US explorer Marathon has also pulled out.  Others may follow unless Poland corrects its draft law on drilling.  "The government has not listened to our concerns.  We are not satisfied with the text," said Marcin Zieba from the Polish oil lobby, OPPPW.  "We still hope that the law will be changed in parliament.  If it isn't, investors might simply disappear."
The draft is full of horrors, written by officials who think fracking can be regulated like normal gas fields.  Explorers have to meet bureaucratic deadlines.  Tax rates are hopping around, mostly upwards.  There is no guarantee that drillers can exploit concessions, once they have found gas.  The text calls for a national operator (NOKE) to take a stake - and meddle - in every project.
Bartosz Wiśniewsk from the Polish Institute of International Affairs said the plan is based on Norway's regulator in the 1970s, dating back to the pre-fracking age.  "The Norwegians were able to dictate terms, because there was an oil crisis, and they nationalized all concessions anyway.  Companies are not going to take on that kind of risk in Poland.  That is why they are pulling out."
The draft fails to recognize that exploration and production are a seamless continuum in shale fracking.  Power is spilt between regulators.  "People in the environment ministry don't trust industry.  We have a complete mess.  But they are finding their way, so there is still hope," said Mr Poprawa.
Outsiders can only watch, bemused, puzzled why an elected government that is committed to shale, and is backed by the people, cannot bring its bureaucrats to heel and draft a coherent text.  One presumes that Polish democracy will prevail in the end.  If so, it is a fair bet that Poland will be Continental Europe's fracking power by the early 2020s, with enormous consequences.
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